
[Mastering Market Changes with
The Pocket5 Video Strategy]

Your Comprehensive Guide to Building your
Authority by Leveraging the NAR Settlement.

Welcome to The Pocket5, a tailored video series designed to
empower real estate professionals like you to navigate and excel
amidst the rapidly changing landscape of the real estate market.
This guide will walk you through each segment of the series,
providing you with the outline you need to create the video series
to educate and connect with your audience.



Video Breakdowns
It’s recommended that each video be between 2-3 minutes in length maximum.

Video 1: Understanding the NAR Settlement and Its Impact

● Debunk Myths: Address and correct common misconceptions about the
NAR settlement.

● Clarify Implications: Explain how the settlement impacts broker fee
structure and real estate practices.

● Educate Clients: Provide guidance on how to communicate these changes
effectively to clients.

Video 2: How to Navigate Buying a Home in the New Landscape

● Offer Strategies: Share techniques for guiding buyers through the updated
buying process including any new agency agreements that may need to be
in place beforehand.

● Enhance Buyer Confidence: Equip buyers with knowledge to make
informed decisions.

● Adapt to Changes: Adjust buying strategies to align with the latest market
conditions, including how to structure offers to purchase.

Video 3: Selling Your Home: Adapting to the New Rules

● Update Selling Techniques: Adapt selling strategies to comply with new
commission structures.

● Maximize Property Appeal: Learn how to make listings stand out in the
current market.

● Navigate New Regulations: Understand and utilize the new rules to benefit
selling outcomes, including how to offer commission to a buyer’s agent



Video 4: Selecting the Right Agent in a Changing Market

● Highlight Essential Skills: Identify key skills and traits that set apart
effective agents today.

● Guide Client Choices: Assist clients in selecting the right agent for their
specific needs.

● Emphasize Professional Value: Demonstrate the added value of choosing
a knowledgeable agent.

Video 5: Market Trends and Predictions: What’s Next for Real Estate

● Forecast Market Trends: Provide insights into potential future shifts in the
real estate market.

● Prepare for Changes: Offer strategies to prepare for upcoming market
conditions.

● Inform Decision Making: Help viewers use these predictions to make
better-informed real estate decisions.

Key Takeaways
Summarize crucial insights from each video, providing them with a quick
reference to the core messages and strategies discussed. Use these takeaways
to refine your approach to real estate transactions and client interactions.

Actionable Tips and Best Practices
Apply the insights from The Pocket5 with actionable tips and best practices
outlined in each section. Remember to include any pertinent brokerage-specific
procedures, language and agreements from your leadership team.



Using The Pocket5 with Sphere and Potential Customers

1. Email Campaigns

● Regular Updates: Integrate The Pocket5 videos into regular email
updates to your database. For instance, include a video link with a brief
introduction about its relevance in your monthly newsletter.

● Segmented Sending: Tailor the video content based on the specific
interests or needs of different client segments (buyers, sellers, investors) to
make the content more relevant and engaging.

● Educational Series: Create a drip email campaign that sends out each
video sequentially over a period, with each email discussing a different
aspect of the market changes and how they impact the recipient.

2. Direct Communication

● Text Messages: Share video links via SMS or messaging apps to clients
who have shown interest in specific topics covered by The Pocket5 series,
like upcoming market predictions or changes in buyer's agent
commissions.

● Personalized Emails: For high-value clients or those in the middle of a
buying/selling process, send personalized emails with a video that directly
addresses their current situation or concerns.

3. Social Media Campaigns

● Regular Posts: Share clips or entire videos on platforms like Facebook,
LinkedIn, and Instagram, accompanied by engaging captions that invite
comments and questions.

● Live Sessions: Host live streams where you discuss topics from The
Pocket5 and invite viewers to ask questions in real time, increasing
engagement and providing immediate value.

● Ads and Sponsored Posts: Use segments of The Pocket5 videos as part
of targeted advertising campaigns aimed at reaching broader audiences or
specific demographics on social media platforms.



4. Client Presentations and Meetings

● Buyer/Seller Consultations: Use relevant videos from The Pocket5 as a
visual aid during consultations to explain current market dynamics and how
they affect the buying/selling process.

● Investor Meetings: Tailor presentations for real estate investors by
integrating videos discussing market trends and predictions, helping them
make informed decisions.

How We Can Help
If you still need help, Liberty Title is proud to announce our strategic partnership
with the Florida Podcast Studio in Stuart, FL. The Studio specializes in creating
professional, high-quality real estate videos. From scripting to post-production,
they handle all aspects to help you produce engaging content that resonates with
your audience. Connect with them to learn how you can help elevate your real
estate business through compelling video content.

Eddie Arguelles
Agent Success Coach
GoLibertyTitle.com

https://floridapodcast.studio/
http://golibertytitle.com

